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**Abstract:** In recent years, with the advancement of information and intelligence, the importance of network and information security is increasingly prominent, and it has been the focus of the government, education institutions and society on how to cultivate applied cybersecurity talents. However, due to the lack of practical application scenarios and effective practical teaching methods, the cultivation of network and information security talents in school does not match the social demand for applied talents. By setting up “Cybersecurity Technology Service Center”, Wenzhou Polytechnic has built a cybersecurity talent cultivation ecosystem of college, government and enterprises with complementary advantages, demand docking and win-win cooperation, creating an environment for training applied network and information security talents. This paper explores the operation mode of the simultaneous development of technical services and talent training, assist customized talents training with localized technical services, and guarantee localized technical services with customized talents training, so as to promote professional skills flow from enterprises to schools and skilled talents flow from schools to enterprises in a two-way cycle. As a result, we should deepen the integration of industry and education, cultivate talents with dual cooperation, continuously optimize the ecology of talent training, and cultivate application-oriented cybersecurity talents with vocational education characteristics, who are in line with the post standards of enterprises.
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1. Introduction

As early as in 2010, The United States started "The National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE)", with The country's overall layout and action, to strengthen systematize and normalize work for national cybersecurity awareness, formal cybersecurity education, cybersecurity workforce training and professional development. NIST, as the interagency lead for NICE, officially released “NICE Cybersecurity Workforce Framework” in 2017 [1].

Office of the Central Cyberspace Affairs Commission, China's cybersecurity authority, issued the “Opinions on Strengthening Discipline Construction and Personnel Training of Cybersecurity” in 2016. It is proposed to improve the cybersecurity personnel training system for junior college, undergraduate, postgraduate education and on-the-job training, innovate cybersecurity personnel training mechanism, Strengthen the construction of cybersecurity teaching materials and teaching staff, promote cooperation between institutions of higher learning and industrial enterprises.

2. Practice of Cybersecurity Talent Cultivation

In 2001, Wuhan University was the first to set up an undergraduate major in network and information security
in China, and it has been 20 years for the training of network and information security talents in universities. However, for a long time, due to the particularity of the network and information security industry, the cybersecurity personnel training in school has no practical application scene and effective practical teaching means. It leads to the mismatch between the training of cybersecurity personnel in universities and the demand of applied talents in society.

Since 2012, Wenzhou Polytechnic has carried out practice and exploration of cybersecurity application-oriented personnel training. There is no mature mode for vocational education to develop cybersecurity talents training. In order to obtain the professional ability and teaching resources needed for the training of cybersecurity application talents, Wenzhou Polytechnic set up “Cybersecurity Technical Service Center (CTSC)” to carry out localized cybersecurity technical services and promote application-oriented cybersecurity personnel training with technical services. It has successively carried out the practice and exploration of various talent cultivation methods, such as certification training of junior testing and evaluation engineer for classified protection of cybersecurity, apprenticeship training of cybersecurity operation and maintenance engineer, customized training of cybersecurity engineer for blue team, and achieved certain results [2].

3. Exploration of Talents Cultivation Path of Industry and Education Integration

In 2017, the General Office of the State Council of issued “several Opinions on Deepening the Fusion of Industry and Education”, which clearly put forward the guiding ideology of promoting the all-round integration of elements on the supply side and demand side for talent training, and cultivating technical and skilled talents [3].

Wenzhou Polytechnic has been adhering to the practice and exploration of the combination of industry, education and research to train application-oriented cybersecurity personnel. Similar to many regions, there is no professional cybersecurity firms in wenzhou, local cybersecurity services rely on nonlocal network and information security companies. According to situation of cybersecurity industry in Wenzhou, Wenzhou Polytechnic established CTSC. Under the guidance of the government's cybersecurity authorities, school and enterprises cooperate to carry out localized cybersecurity services. It guides the industry to participate in education, jointly cultivates cybersecurity personnel, and promotes the comprehensive reform and construction of the integration of industry and education, including the key elements of talent training, such as faculty team, infrastructure and operation mechanism [4]. The training path of integration of industry and education is shown in Figure 1.

3.1. Constructing an Ecosphere of Industry and Education

Different from other IT industries, cybersecurity has a very strict management mechanism and technical specification requirements. Only with the support of competent government departments and in-depth cooperation with Professional manufacturers, can we develop technical services and application-oriented personnel training in cybersecurity.

Government departments in charge are the supervisors of cybersecurity. They hope to cultivate localized cybersecurity technical forces and provide technical support for their work. As the provider of cybersecurity products and technical services, cybersecurity manufacturers need localized front-end technical personnel for cybersecurity operation and maintenance and emergency response, so as to improve the response ability and reduce the operation cost. A large number of local enterprises and institutions are the demand sides of cybersecurity technical services and personnel training, in need of a large number of cybersecurity skilled talents. Localized technical services and customized personnel training can well meet the needs of all parties in the cybersecurity industry chain.

Based on win-win cooperation, Wenzhou Polytechnic has established an industry and education alliance with Wenzhou Network and Information Security Notification Center, DBAPPSecurity Information Technology Co., LTD., Hangzhou Anxin Cybersecurity Testing Technology Co., LTD., And Qi-Anxin Technology Group Co., LTD. Under the guidance of government authorities, school and enterprises shall cooperate to carry out localized technical services and customized personnel training, and construct a cybersecurity personnel training ecosystem featuring complementary advantages, demand docking and win-win cooperation. It promotes the integration of industry and education [5, 6].

3.2. Collaborative Cultivation of Industry and Education

Based on CTSC, We provide both technical services and personnel training, to promote customized personnel training with localized technical services, and to guarantee localized technical services with customized personnel training. This will meet the common interests of all parties in the industry chain, and promote the in-depth participation of enterprises
and competent government departments in talents training. Wenzhou Polytechnic and DBAPPSecurity Information Technology Co., LTD. jointly built "Wenzhou technical service center of DBAPPSecurity", to carry out collaborative cultivation of "cybersecurity operation and maintenance engineers" and "cybersecurity emergency response engineers" in the apprenticeship mode. We work together to formulate the talent training scheme oriented to employment, develop a curriculum system with post skills as the core, promote customized talent training docking post standard. The cooperative enterprise gives full play to its own advantage of industry background, is responsible for the project teaching, competition guidance, productive practice and other practical teaching, and provides high-quality jobs for customized talents [7].

As the technical support unit of the competent government departments, The teachers and students of the institute actively participate in the cybersecurity works of the government, such as G20 conference cybersecurity protection in Wenzhou, and assist government departments to carry out the cybersecurity employee training, the cybersecurity awareness education, cybersecurity skills competition, etc. Otherwise, we regularly invite officials from cybersecurity regulatory authorities to strengthen the cybersecurity legal awareness education for students.

3.3. Comprehensive Integration of Industry and Education

Relying on CTSC, technical services and personnel training should be carried out simultaneously to break through the original barriers between industry and education. Industry and education should be transformed from division to integration, and the reform of the key elements of talent cultivation, such as teaching team, teaching facilities, teaching resources, teaching methods and operation mechanism, etc., should be promoted [8].

The school and the cooperative enterprises jointly formulate customized talent training programs [9]. In order to meet the industry professional standards and enterprise posts requirements, we should cultivate application-oriented skilled talents, such as cybersecurity inspection, cybersecurity operation and maintenance, cybersecurity emergency response and other technical posts. The precise orientation of talent training is in line with the characteristics of application-oriented talent training in vocational education, and also differentiated competition with undergraduate education. We should build a customized curriculum system integrating professional skills required by enterprise post into professional courses, strengthen practical teaching, and form systematic practical training system such as professional course experiment, simulation comprehensive training, CTF competition, project teaching and post practice [10, 11].

We jointly build the practical training base for the integration of production, learning and research. Guided by network security technical services and combined with the practical teaching requirements of customized talent training, we have built the productive practical training infrastructure, such as offensive and defensive training platform, situational awareness system, website security monitoring system, Information system security detection toolbox and so on. In addition to meeting the needs of practical teaching and social training, the base also carries out technical research and development and technical services. It has been awarded "Wenzhou Cybersecurity Personnel Training Base" by the government, and we are now applying for "Wenzhou Cybersecurity Engineering Research Centre" [12].

Multiple approaches should be taken simultaneously to build a double-qualified teaching team. In the long-term practice, we have been exploring the construction mechanism of school-enterprise mutually beneficial double-qualified teaching team. A long-term mechanism of "one platform and three measures" has been formed. We have set up CTSC in the school to provide a supporting platform for the cultivation of double-qualified teachers through the simultaneous development of technical services and talents training. Due to the localization of technical services in school-enterprise cooperation, teachers participate in technical training of cooperative enterprises and take temporary posts in corresponding departments of cooperative enterprises to improve their technical and practical ability. The cooperative enterprise establishes a teaching team and bring in senior engineers to run apprenticeships and customised vocational training courses. We support teachers to obtain national cybersecurity professional qualification certification, such as CISP, CISP-PTE, CISP-IRE, and CISP-F, etc., and take part in technical service and social training projects sponsored by cooperative enterprises and government authorities [13].

4. Innovation in the Training Mode of Application-oriented Talents

It has become a basic state policy of China to vigorously develop vocational education and train high-quality skilled personnel. Based on the characteristics of vocational education, Wenzhou Polytechnic actively explores the talent training path of integrating of industry and education, and gradually forms the application-oriented talent training mechanism of "simultaneous development of technical service and talent cultivation, and two-way circulation of skills flow and talents flow", as illustrated in Figure 2.

4.1. Building the Integrated Ecosystem of Industry and Education by the Simultaneous Development of Technical Services and Talent Training

At present, the school-enterprise cooperation system in China is not mature, and the supporting policies are still being improved. In this context, the school led the initiative, combined with industry stakeholders to build a talent cultivation ecosystem of integration of industry and education. Relying on CTSC, we develop both localized technical service and customized talent training, promote customized talent training with localized technical service, and guarantee localized technical service with customized talent training. We will create an ecosystem of talent cultivation for schools,
governments and enterprises with resource sharing, complementary advantages and demand docking, break through the existing barriers of talent cultivation and technical services in industry and education, and carry forward the all-round integration of structural elements on the supply side and the need side of talent cultivation [14].

4.2. Creating a Closed Loop of talent Training with the Two-Way Cycle of Technology Flow and Talent Flow

For a long time, the talent cultivation in colleges and universities is only a one-way process from school to enterprise, and it is difficult to make in-depth breakthroughs in school-enterprise cooperation in training applied talents. Relying on CTSC, we develop both personnel training and technical services. Local technical services are used to promote the flow of professional skills from enterprises to schools, and customized talents training is used to facilitate the flow of skilled personnel from schools to enterprises in a two-way cycle. Thus, a PDCA closed loop of talent training has been constructed, which is "customized talent training scheme (Plan) → collaborative training by industry-education integration (Do) → post practice and optimum post employment (Check) → revision and improvement of talent training scheme (Action)". And it continues to optimize talent cultivation positioning, talent cultivation standards, talent cultivation contents and talent cultivation methods [15].

Figure 2. Closed-loop ecosystem of application-oriented talents training.

5. Effectiveness of Cybersecurity Talents Training

It has achieved significant results in the training of cybersecurity applied talents by deepening the integration of industry and education.

In recent years, the students take part in all kinds of high level competition, won the first prize in provincial college students' cybersecurity competition for many times, and obtain good record in major industrial events, such as “QiangWang Cup” National Cybersecurity Challenge, "SimpleEdu Cup" Information Security Triathlon, and "DBAPPSecurity Cup" College Students' Cybersecurity Competition.

The employment quality of students has gradually improved. More and more graduates have been recruited into well-known information security companies and institutions, such as DBAPPSecurity and Qi-Anxin.

At the same time, all of our in-depth cooperation enterprises have been awarded as industry-education integrated enterprises by the government, and have made great progress during the cooperation period. For example, DBAPPSecurity Information Technology Co., LTD. has also grown from a regional enterprise in Zhejiang province at the beginning of the cooperation into a global top 500 cybersecurity enterprise with nearly 2800 employees, and successfully listed on SSE STAR MARKET.

6. Conclusion

Starting from the analysis of the role of industry education integration in the cultivation of applied talents, this paper summarizes the path to realize the integration of industry and education by combining talent training with technical services, and expounds the cybersecurity applied talent training mode adopted by the information security and management major of Wenzhou Polytechnic.

The key to realizing application-oriented cybersecurity talents training lies in the reconstruction of talents training mode based on the integration of industry and education, including training program, teaching resources, teaching team, training base and operation mechanism, etc. Through the mutual promotion of localized technical services and customized talent training, two-way flow of professional skills qualified talents can break through the gap between industry and education to achieve real integration.
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